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An Institution of High Grade, Standard Faculty 
· and Courses of Study. 
~~ 
University 
Located at Westerville, Ohio, 
SUBURBAN TO COLUMBUS THE CAPITAL OF THE STATE. 
There are Four High Class Literary Societies, 
With Elegantly Furnished Halls, 
Well Selected Libraries and Reading Rooms. 
~~ 
The Christian Associations, the oldest in the state, are doing a grand 
work. Westerville is a beautiful and healthful village of about 2,000 popu- . 
lation, with a fine classical and religious atmosphere. There are no saloons 
or other low places of resort. Both sexes are admitted to equal advantages. 
Instruction thorough. All professors are specialists in their departments. 
ExJ?enses moderate. The University offers seven Courses of Study; the 
Classical, Philosophical, Preparatory, Normal, Music, Fine Art, and Elo-
cution and Oratory. Also a course in Pedagogy. Terms begin : Septem- . 
8, 1897, January 23, 1898, and March 28, 1898. 
Annual Commencement. June 16. 18 9 8. 
For Information address the President, 
T. J. SANDERS, 
"WESTERv:-ILLE, 0. 
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I. N.CUSTER 
-IN-
Markley Block. 
Brhce Up Fello~s1 
Get a Swell Suit or Overcoat 
or A. D. RIGGLE . 
LINE UP! ?or an up-to:date. Hat o~ 
--- m fact anythmg m Gents 
Furnishings. Remember we're strictly in it. 
A. D. RIGGLE W. L. BARNES 
G. H. MAYHUGH, M.D. 
Physician and Surgeon. 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE, 
.1 5 E. COLLEGE AVE. Westerville, Ohio . 
Challen's Bureau of 
Information ... 
Of value to all having anything to 
buy, sell or negotiate, and keep sys-
tematic dates of every transaction in 
CHALLEN'S LABOR SAVING RECORD, 
Which are valued, printed and indexed for quick entry 
and ready reference, and save time and money. 
GO TO-------- CHALLEN. 
BOOKMAN BROS. 1so N:ssau street, N.Y. 
'---FORSTAPLEANDFANCY D. WILLIAMS & CO., 
l!tB•ID~~ 
Holmes Block, Westerville, Ohio. 
J. R. WILLIAMS, 
Otterbein's Popular 
West College Ave. 
The David C. Beggs Co. 
-: HEADQUARTERS FOR :-
SaFpats, CuFtai~s, lugs, ~tG. 
34, 86 & 38 NORTH HIGH ST., 
COLUMBUS, - .OHIO. 
.. J Steam Cleaners, 
-.;1: ~ Dyers and Renovators 
-OF-
GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHING. 
202V:! N. HIGH ST. OPP. CHITTENDEN HOTEL. 
HUGHES BLOCK . SECOND FLOOR. 
Open Day and Night. COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
What You Can Buy + 
For Your Money of + 
·cashner & Teter 
+* Will Be a Plenty. Give Them a. Call. 
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PUI~E AS SNO~r ~ 
........................................................................................................................ , 
That's the way with everything GROCER! ES 
tha t w e keep i n the line of .... 
That are always fresh and choice. Otterbein boys and g irls 
know this from experience, and we welcome them once more . 
E. V. BowERS 
~as the Agency High Street Laundry REED & co. · for the ..... 
at our store. North Sta1 e Street. 
Work called for Tuesday and delivered Friday. Try him. 
You need a sponge bath with a good SpoQge, 
pure Soap, some good Liniment if chafed or 
bruised-and then some refreshing Perfume, 
And you will be all right. You will 
find all that you need with the 
necessa ry advice at 
DR. KEEFER'S DRUG STORE. 
L. A. V ANCB:, 
No. 123 SOUTH HIGH ST .. 
COLUMBUS, 0. 
Moztr?Zing Work a Spec£alty. ___ _ 
North State Street. 
21 MEAL TICKETS FOR $3 0~. 
REGULAR MEALS 25c. 
Open Every Nigbt Until 12 0' clock. 
OYSTERS IN ALL STYLES. 
E. D. EVANS, Proprietor 
PORTERFIELD, 
Opp. State House, Columbus, 0. 
II 
c~c~ SPORTING GOODS. 
II REPAIR SHOP .... ' \ 
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Notice. All subscribers knowing them-
selves to be indebted to the 
LEGIS will please remit the amount to the 
subscription agent as soon as possible. This 
will be an accommodation to us and a reli ef 
to you. It will save us writin g and relieve you 
of a dun . 
Don't fa il to read the thesis of Read. 
L. A . Bennert, presented for 
the degree of A . B., June, '97, which appears 
in this edition. The article is concise and de-
serves a close rea ding by every one inte rested 
in scientific inves ti gation. F. S. Mins~all,'96, 
will contribute five papers to the lEGIS during 
the year, on the following subjects: "The 
Flora of Africa," ''.The Fauna of Africa," 
"Africa in the Twentieth Century," "Life in 
West Africa," and " Africa as a Field of 
Labor." These articles will be inter:esting and 
instructive, as Rev. Minshall is an excellent 
writer. We invite students and alumni to 
contribute articles to the LEGIS. 
our We call the attention of our 
Advertisers. readers to those who have ad-
vertised in the columns of the .iEGIS. When 
you wish to p·urchase, go to these firms and 
by so doing you will save money. Thes~ 
firms are honorable and will treat you well. 
Sunday 
Excursions. 
Sunday excursions may seem 
to be just and cheap outings, 
but upon serious reflection we are inclined to 
condemn them as unjust. True there are those 
who would not go at any other time, not be-
cause they are financially cramped but because 
they don't want to lose the time. There is, 
however, another side to this question. Many 
people would be only to glad to take. advantage 
ofthese excursions on any other day, but they 
deem it wrong to travel thus on the holy day 
and hence rem a in at home. Cheap rates of 
travel should not b e limited to Sundays, but if 
given at all sho uld be to accommodate not 
only the thoughtless but the thoughtful. 
A wrong Many students are under the 
Impression. impression that they mus"t" de-
cide b efo re entering colle_ge what they will 
follow after completing their course of study. 
Thi s is a m is taken idea and in the majority o~ 
cases this pr6blem should ·not be solved u.Atii 
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they have laid a broad foundation and found 
out the work for which they are especially 
fitted. The reason some college graduates 
make failures in life is because they have not 
wisely selected their life's work. It is a crime 
against parents to insist that their child adopt 
a certain profession just because that work is 
the parents' ideal, whether or not the child is 
fitted for that work. The purpose of education 
is to develop a freedom of mind and this can 
be done only by a systematic course of study. 
Not until a student is free to act and think for 
himself is he competent to chose his vocation. 
Library It seems necessary to call at-
Reading. tention to a grave mistake that 
many and most of the students are making. 
The college library seems to be a lifeless, 
useless thing. This should never be, the 
library rooms sh ould be thronged with daily 
readers. No student can afford to waste any 
time that he could possibly spend in the 
library. Text-books are not the only books, 
but only a few of the least valuable ones. 
Nor are the recitation rooms the only places to 
find out something . Go to the library a nd read 
something that you don't study every day . Of 
course you do not have to go, but do some-
thing once that you don't have to do, and it 
will do you good. The library is the store-
room where you can buy wha! all the great 
men have thought and done, from Adam 
down to now, and the price is just a little 
time and effort for each student. 
Place of the The place that the dead Ian-
Dead Languages. g uages should hold in a college 
curriculum is a question much discussed at the 
present time. Is a long study of Latin and 
Greek worth the price? These languages are 
of use only in the higher professions, and in 
case one intends to teach them. More than 
this it may be said that they afford train ing 
for the memory, if. studied properly. They 
help the memory just as long a~ the memory is 
relied upon . If this is not the case they are a 
detriment. It is true that they give a good 
knowledge of the English, and a knowledge of 
the English is what is wanted and needed in 
nearly every case. Then why study the dead 
languages through long weary years to acquire 
a knowledge of the English, why not do what 
is better, study the English for itself? It will 
never pay to spend time in acquiring some· 
thing that you will never use. Why know a 
half dozen languages and cannot use or sup-
port yourself in one ? English is the best 
lang uage on earth, has the widest use, the 
swiftest g rowth. If you want to know the 
history and customs of the early Greeks and 
Romans, get an English account or translation 
and read it , and don't waste your time in the 
laborious translcttion of the Greek and Roman. 
The time is soon coming when the English 
language will hold the four-year course and 
the Latin and Greek one. Some spend years 
in the acquisition of a dead language when 
they cannot talk plain, every-day English. 
The question is not what language do you 
speak, but what can you do in it? Then 
leave the German for the Germans, the Greek 
for the Greeks, the Latin for the Romans, for 
the English is the best and nicest language 
and reaches the most people. If we don't 
want the English first instead of the Greek 
and Latin, why don't we translate our Greek 
into French, we study it , too ? Let us study 
what will do us the most good, and that will 
do us the most good that we can use the most 
in which we caR talk and think the best. 
SPECIAL. 
The Otterbein Quartette has decided to 
accept engagements for concerts during the 
holiday season . They guarantee an enter-
tainment of high order. Anyone wishing to 
communicate with the Quartette sh ould ad-
dress the .(EGl~ immediately. 
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A SHORT TREATISE ON THE CELL AND CELL 
THEORY. 
• LEWIS A. BENNERT, '97· 
URING the present century many theo-
ries have been evolved purporting to 
explain and to account for the whole 
secret of organic development. Numerous 
eyes have anxiously and patiently turned the 
<;earching light of the best microscopes alike 
upon protozoans, the crayfish, earth worm, 
blood-cells, pollen· grains and parenchymal tis-
sue with the hope of arriving at a theory that 
will prove itself sufficient to account for all the 
mysteries connected with organic development. 
In 1838 Schleiden and in 1839 Schwann set 
forth the doctrine or theory that through cell 
formation we can adequately account for all 
organic development and it seems very evident 
from what is known at present that all physio-
logical, morphological or biological problems 
in general not as yet .satisfactorily explained 
will find solution at the final analysis in the cell. 
The cell theory points us to very definite 
units as the primal elements of organization 
thus affording us what is held to be a very 
rational basis for the investigation of all the 
phenomena connected with life. The cell has 
been regarded as a unit of both form and func-
tion and as such it has been the subject of much 
painstaking and patient research, it has been 
hunted up and down through every grade of 
organization, it has been searched inside and 
out, experimented upon and studied in its many 
relations. Theories of heredity and variation 
have been built upon it and it was really 
through the cell theory that the structure of 
both plants and animals was first brought under 
one point of view by revealing a common plan 
of organization. 
The cell researches for the past twenty years 
have been somewhat ~aried and apparently 
heterogeneous, but the essential phenomena 
are not at variance but · unmistakably attest the 
validity and adequacy of the theory. The term 
''cell" is not a proper word for it implies that 
the "cell" is a hoilow chamber surrounded by 
walls. The word was first used by some bota-
nists of the seventeenth century, who in trying 
to describe certain plant tissues when viewed 
in section coined the word cell because of the 
resemblance of the tissue to honeycomb. But 
while the word cell is really a misnomer yet 
the word has been and is so universally used 
that we feel assured it will perish only with the 
English language. Schleiden sets forth the 
cell doctrine which he limited to plants in the 
following words: "Each cell leads a double 
life; an independent whole, pertaining to its 
own development alone; and another incidental 
in so far as it has become an integral part of a 
plant." Schwann says that "Each cell is with-
in certain limits !in individual, an independent 
whole. The vital phenomena of one are re-
peated, entirely or part in all the rest. These 
individuals, however, are not ranged side by 
side as a mere aggregate, but so operate to-
gether in a manner unknown to us as to 
produce a harmonious whole. The whole 
organism subsists only by means of the recip-
rocal action of the single elementary parts." 
In the ''double life," this ''harmonious whole," 
. this ''reciprocal action," of ''elementary parts," 
this ''operating in an unknown manner," we 
see the cell theory, the ''unknown principle of 
correlation'' which has inaugurated a new era in 
the evolution of physiology and pathology by 
revealing that all the various functions of the 
body in health and disease are nothing more 
than the outward expression of cell activity. 
Speaking morphologically every organism con-
sists of cells and speaking physiologically every 
organism maintains itself by the ''reciprocal 
action" of the cells. 
An organism made up of many cells differs 
from one of a single cell. The organism having 
many cells has two structures, a structure of 
its individual parts or cells and a structure 
formed by the union of these parts. So also 
any organism is supposed to have at least two 
distinct organizations, the organization of the 
cells and the organization formed by the union . 
of these organized cells. In the egg-cell or one 
/ 
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cell form we have an elementary organism, in 
the two-cell stage, two elementary organisms, 
forming together an organism of a totally differ-
ent order based on a new organization. In the 
one-cell forms all the vital functions are per-
tormed by a single cell but in all multi cellular 
types whether plants or animals the various 
vital functions are distributed by a physiologi-
cal division of labor among different groups of 
cells especially devoted to the performance of 
specific functions. Thus we see that the cell 
is not only the unit of structure but it is also 
the unit of function. If we have for our con-
sideration the secret of the contraction of the 
iris or the heart we have to study the muscle-
cell, if we would know how the liver secretes 
bile or the parotid gland secretes saliva we 
must study the gland-cell and so in the nerve 
C!r ganglion-cell resides all the mysteries con-
nected with mind, that is in so far as we try to 
account for its action with special reference to 
particular organs. By this arrangement while 
one part devotes itself to one kind of action and 
yields benefits to all the rest, all the rest 
jointly performing their special actions yield 
benefits to it in exchange. 
We may safely conclude that structure is at 
the basis of all vital phenomena. But while 
the cell is to be regarded as the unit of both 
form and function yet we have long known that 
the cell cannot be taken as the ultimate unit of 
life fot: the cell is organized, which means that 
it is made up of a number of organic units of a 
lower order which are different and are arr::tnged 
i~ the 'cells much like the cells are arranged in 
an organism. Every notable and worthy effort 
to accQunt especially for heredity has been the 
means of bringing into service primary elements 
in comparison with which even the cells them-
selves appear to be complex organisms. For 
the names of these smallest parts Nageli em-
ployed the term "micellae;" Herbert Spenser, 
~'physiological units;" Weisman, "biophores ;" 
:parwin, ''gem mules;" \\7eisner, ''plosomes." 
Thus the tree or dog may be called an organ-
ism or apparatus, which is composed of organs, 
~he organs in turn are made up of tissues, tissues 
are resolved into cells; cells into nucleus, 
centrosome and so on; nucleus into chromo-
somes; the chromosome according to Weis-
man's terminology into ''ids;' ~ the "id" into 
"determinant;" the "determinant" into "bio-
phores" and the "biophore" into "molecules." 
All growth, assimiiation and reproduction must 
have their seat in these, the most fundamental 
elements. They make up all living matter, are 
the bearers of heredity and the real builders of 
the organism. Neither is their action and con-
trol limited by cell boundaries, for the cell 
walls are found to be perforated, through which 
perforations the continuity of these finai ele-
ments is made possible. We are ready to say 
qow that an organism embracing one cell and 
that of two or more cells is not one of depend-
ence upon the number o! cells. According to 
the best authority we can state that the secret 
of organization, form and differentiation is not 
to be found in the number of cells, nor the 
number of nuclei, nor cell division, nor cell-
formation but in the ultimate elements of living 
matter. 
I shall now speak of the cell more in detail. 
The cell may be defined to be a mass of proto-
plasm containing a nucleus,. or another defini-
tion that anticipates explanation is that it is 
cytoplasm plus nuclear matter. The · normal 
form for the cell would approximately be spher-
ical butl this form is modified by the active 
movements of the cell substance, by unequal 
growth and by the pressure of the adjoining 
parts. Protoplasm or as referred to by zoolo-
gists, sarcode which has been appropriately 
designated by Huxley ''the physical ba!"is of 
life," is a viscid, tenacious, translucent, sqni-
fluid substance resembling both in appearance 
and composition the albumen of an unboiled 
egg. But it is readily and fundamentally dis-
tinguished from egg-albumen and 'any other 
form of dead matter by two attributes which are 
vital. ( 1) Its power of increase by assimilating 
what it converts into the likeness of itself 
nutrient material obtained from without. (2) 
Its power of spontaneous movement which 
shows itself in extraordinary varieties of action, 
.,· 
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sometimes slow, sometimes rapid, sometimes 
wavelike and continuous and sometimes rhyth-
mical with well·defined intervals of rest. Pro-
toplasm whether dead or living has a great 
power tp absorb water, but living protoplasm 
will remain unstained if steeped in any <;;olution 
containing coloring matter, while dead proto-
plasm will be thoroughly pervaded with any 
staining substance with which it may come in 
contact. Besides the living ·protoplasm the 
cell contains embedded in its contents some 
food ~ranules, drops of cil and water, pigment 
bodie~ and excretory matters. These lifeless 
bodies which have been designated metaplasm 
sustain no active relation to the workings of 
the cell and are either to be considered as 
reserve food material or waste products. The 
membrane commonly called the cell-wall by 
which the cell is surrounded is generally a life-
less product of the protoplasm, sometimes 
however, the cell-wall arises from a direct trans-
formation of the protoplasm in which case it 
generally retains its power of growth. The 
cell-wall of the plant-cell is composed . as long 
as the cell is in a living state of the substance 
known as cellulose, but this substance is very 
frequently impregnated with other substances 
such as silica, lignin, etc. In animals the cell 
wall is not developed as much as in plants, 
inorganic deposits of silica and carbonate of 
lime are found in the cell-membrane sometimes. 
Physically considered the ·cell-wall consists 
of very small particles, micellae as termed by 
Nageli, surrounded by water. The proto-
plasm of the cell is differentia ted into two 
marked and distinct parts, the cell-body or 
cytoplasm which makes up the priucipal mass 
of the cell a nd a small portion the nucleous or 
nucleoplasm which lies in the cell body. A 
third element, the centrosome which is present 
in most if n.ot all the cells is espe<:ia lly con-
cerned in the process o f cell-division. The 
cell body a nd nucleus a re pervaded by a com-
mon stru ctural basis but there is a well de-
fined chemical contrast be twee n the nucleus 
and the cell-body, th<:; for111er containing a 
substance known as nucleid while the latter 
has no such substance but is especially rich in 
protcids. Sonte zoologists and botanists re-
gard protoplasm as essentially a liquid or a 
mixture of liquids , but the majority of investi-
gators so far as I have been able to learn are 
not agreed to this and resolve the protoplasm 
of both nucleus and cell-body into two kinds, 
first the more solid of the protoplasm is desig-
nated the" reticulum " or" threadwork," while 
the more liquid is called the "ground sub-
stance." . The solid portion is held to be the 
most active. The reticulum or threadwork 
assumes various forms and according to some 
authorities has embedded in its meshes living 
particles which form an essential structural 
feature of the solid portion. These small par-
ticles have been termed microsomes. As the 
nucleus has come to be held ·the controlling 
center of cell-activity and thus as a primary 
factor has much to do with the growth, devel-
opment and transmission of peculiarities from 
cell to cell and from generation to generation, 
I shall speak somewhat in detail of its struc-
ture . The nucleus presents two phases for 
examination which are widely different, the 
" resting state" is characteristic of the nucleus 
in ordinary condition, the other is character-
istic of the nucleus only in the process of cell-
division about which I shall speak later. The 
typical form of the nucleus is spherical but 
this may b e modified so that the form is very 
irregular or it may be broken up into groups 
of several lobes or it may be formed into an 
irreg ular ring with perforations. The follow-
ing structural elements characterize the cell in 
" restithg state:" A well defined delicate 
membrane known as the nuclear membrane 
that g ives to the nucleus a sharp outline can 
be readily disting uish ed from the surrounding 
cytoplasm. But the most essential part of the 
nucleus is the nuclear reticulum which is a 
net work and made up of two very different 
constituents. One is a nuclear substance 
known as chromatin which is sometimes ar-
ranged in a nearly continuous network and 
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sometimes in detached particles , known as 
granules. This chromatin plays a g reat p art 
in the economy of cell life a nd work. The 
other p art of the nucleus is a substance which 
surrounds and supports the chromatin and 
known as linin. One or more round or irreg-
ular b odies may or may not be found suspe nd-
ed in the network of the nucleus. To these 
bodies the name nucleoli has been given. 
The nucleoli are at least of two kinds , the 
true nucleoli or plasmosomes and the net knots 
or karyosomes. The nucleus sometimes has 
in addition to the nucleoli th e centrosome. 
The g round substance of the nucl eus is a 
clear saplike substance which occupies the 
intersp aces of the reticulated portio n. The 
substances that enter into the composition of 
the nucleus are rich in phosphorus and albu-
men. A m ass of protoplasm devoid of a 
nucleus cannot g row , for it ca nnot assimilate 
nutritive material so it sooner or later d ies. 
The cytoplasm is usually resolved into t wo 
well defined b elts, the inner b eing known as 
the endoplasm is a medullary substance in 
which is found the nucleus , and the other 
which is the outer b elt is kno wn as the exo-
plasm from which the cell-membrane and 
modificati ons of the cell-membrane take their 
ongm. The centrosome to which I incide n-
tally re ferred before h as caused a g reat deal 
of speculatio n and h as g iven rise to many hy -
p otheses, but we have come to kno w some-
thing o f its nature a nd the part it p lays in th e 
economy of a nimal and vegetable machinery . 
It is very minute and as a rule lies outside o f 
though near the· nucleus in the centrosphere 
which is a localized modification of th~ reti -
culai p ortio n of the cy toplasm. The centro-
some is an organ for cell division. T he g reat 
questio n of cell division has long been p roduc-
tive o f theories which have been put forth p ur-
porting to accoun t for th e way in wh ich the 
divisio n o f the cell is made . T he firs t theo ries 
made the p rocess a much simpler one than it 
is h eld to b e to-day. I t WflS first thought that 
~h9 ~iYi~i Pn begf\n wit~ ~\1e 8ivisiof1 gf the 
nucleolus , was contihued by simple constric-
tion and division of nucleus and was complet-
ed by the division of the cell-body and mem-
brane . To-day there are two ways accepted 
in which cell division takes place, the one is 
accompanied by a very elab orate and compli-
cated transformation of the centrosome and 
nucleus to which has b een g iven the name 
" k aryokinesis ," in "direct division" or "mito"-
sis," the other mo re nearly conforms to the 
theory first hit upon and is known to-day as 
the " akinetic, " "direct division" or "ami-
tosis , " but the last process is in reality a rare 
a nd exceptional one a nd I sh all not for lack of 
space treat of it. The indirect process readily 
resolves itself into stages that can be made use 
o f in descriptio n. In the first stage may be 
g rouped the prep aratory changes, in the 
seco nd comes the essential step in the division 
of the nucleus, in the thi rd the nuclear mate-
rial is distributed and in the fourth the entire . 
cell divid es and what a re known as daughter 
cells a re formed. A s the cell approaches di-
vision there is a marked change in the sub-
stance of the nucleus , the chro matin takes the 
form of a thread which is known as a spireme, 
in a short time this spirem e break s up into a 
number of parts which are known as chromo-
somes. After this transformation takes place 
the liquid p art of the nucleus b ecomes contin-
uous with the surro unding cytoplasm. 
" Every species o f plant or animal has a fi xed 
a nd characteri stic number of chromosomes , 
which regularly recurs in the division of all its 
cells ; and in all form s ari sing by sexual repro-
duction the number is even. " 
The number is said to be six teen in ma n. 
While t his t ransformation of chromatin is tak-
ing p lace a very complex structure known as 
the amphiaster is found occupying the pl ace 
of the nucleus. The parts o f this a mphiaster 
are the spin dle a t each end of whi ch is a clus-
ter of rays kn ow n as an aste r and a t the center 
of each aster is found a centrosome. During 
the format ion of the amphiaster, the broken 
p'\rt~ pf the sp~~~~~, t~e chrql_ll <?SQmes arrang~ 
·' 
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themselves into a belt at the mid point of the 
spindle and form what is called the equatorial 
plate. When all the transformations o f which 
I have made mention have taken place there 
arises what is known as the mitotic fi gure 
which on the whole is just preparatory in 
character. The next stage is the most sig nifi-
cant and fundamental of all cell divisio n, for 
it is in this stage that the chromosomes which 
are at this time found in the equatorial plate 
split throughout their entire lengths into two 
exactly equivalent halves, thus what are to be 
the daughter-nuclei receive from the mother 
nucleus equal p o rtion of the chromatin. The 
next stage is marked by the moVing of these 
daughter chromosomes to the opposite end of 
the spindle, each group of the daughter chro-
mosorpes b e ing crowded into a mass near the 
center o f the aster to b e reconstructed la te r 
into a nucle us and in the final stage o f this 
indirect division the entire structure divides 
into two parts so that the original little asters , 
each one of them has half of the spindle, half 
of the chromosomes and has its centrosome, 
the whole a fter a little development is ready 
to b e called a new cell. The centrosome with 
its little corpuscle surrounded by its sphere 
does not disappear at the close of cell-division 
but remains as a distinct cell-organ sometimes 
really within the nucleus but more often at the 
side of the nucle us in the cy toplasm, and it 
appears that the first impulse to cell division 
is g iven by the cent rosome b eca use it is 
through the centrosome that the amphiaster 
is formed thus Wilson says : "The centro-
some is an i"ndependent, permanent cell o rgan, 
which, exactly like the chromatic elements , is 
transmitted b y division to the daughter cells. 
The centrosome represents the dynamic center 
of the cell." T hese are the essential phe-
nomena for both a nimals and plants, still there 
are some modifica tions which in order that 
they mi ght be made plain would require much 
description-in detail. A s t o just how the cen-
trosome is to b e regarded as the dynamic 
center is as yet wrapped in uncertainty , but 
there a re a t least two theories put forth , 
which, while they a re somewhat at variance 
are in the main quite similar. The one which 
has been received with most favor is the 
theory known as the one of " Fibrillar Con-
t ractility. " The theory in substance is this , 
tha t the movements tha t accompany cell-di-
vision h ave their immediate cause in the 
contractility of the protoplasmic fibrillae and 
their a rrangement into asters and ray s makes 
a kind of muscular sy stem. 
The centrosome is the fi rst of all the organs 
of the cell to divide and after its division the 
grouping of the contractile elements into two 
systems, each having its o wn center , t akes 
place. The cells which go to make up the 
-entire anatomy of all multi-cellular forms of 
all animal life are divided into two kinds. To 
employ Weisman's te rminology the two kinds 
of cells into which a ny organism is resolved 
are the somatic which co nstitute the tissues of 
a ll the organs and the germ cells which give 
rise to new individuals by d etachment from 
the b ody. 
Both o f these kinds of cells h ave a common 
orig in in the parent germ cell. The male 
germ cell, the spermatozoon of the higher 
types of life comprises as a rule only a single 
nucleus and a centrosom e with sufficient cyto-
plasm for the development of one or more 
cilia which serve as organs of locomotion, the 
female germ cell or ovum is much la rger tha n 
the male and contains a q ua ntity o f cytoplasm 
with much nutritive material. These g erm 
cells diffe r not only in size and shape but also 
in their internal structure . Both spermatozoa 
and ova take their origin from cells known as 
p rimordial germ cells . When a spermatozoon 
comes in contact with an ovum the process of 
fe rtilizatio n takes p lace in which t wo independ-
ent lines of descent are blended into one and 
the inauguration of a new cycle of cell division 
takes place . A mong the unicellula r plants 
a nd animals, fertilization is e ffected by means 
of conjugatio n which is a p rocess by which 
t wo or more individuals fuse together, or it 
• 
• 
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may be that the union is only a temporary one 
in which case there is an exch ange of nuclear 
matter after which they separate. But in all 
the higher forms of life fertilization consists in 
the permanent fusion of two germ cells one ot 
paternal and one of maternal origin. " In 
every known an essential pl;lenomenon of fer-
tilization is the union~ of a sperm-nucleus, of 
paternal origin, with an egg-nucleus, of ma-
ternal origin, to form the primary nucleus of 
the embryo. This nucleus known as the 
cleavage or segmeptation nucl eus, ~ives rise 
by division to all the nuclei of the body and 
hence every nucleus of the child may contain 
nuclear substance derived from both parents.~· 
There are many ways by which the union 
of germ-cells is effected but all forms of fertil-
ization resulting therefrom involves a conjuga-
tion of cells by a process that is just .the oppo-
site or converse of cell division. In the lowest 
forms of life conjugation takes place between 
corresponding elements, nucleus uniting with 
nucleus, cell-body with cell-body, and so on, 
but as we rise in the scale of being the germ-
cells diverge more and more. For the body 
in embryo the mother furnishes the maj or part 
of cytoplasm which is to be regarded as the 
pre-requisite for all growth and differentiation, 
both parents furnish the chromatin and the 
father furnishes the centrosome which being 
regarded the dynamic center of the cells causes 
the machinery of mi~otic division to be organ~ 
ized so that when the process of cell-division 
takes place each part will receive its quota of 
the common heritage of chromatin. All ani- · 
malS and plants have a limit of g rowth, but 
the causes by which cell-division is incited and 
by which its cessation is determined are as yet 
imperfectly comprehended and we are safe in 
saying that they will ever remain so for they 
are enwrapped so mysteriously in the principles 
of life that they baffle all of man's feeble at-
tempts at explanation. This much we kPow 
th.1t cell-division takes place much more rapidly 
in the early stages of life whether plant or 
animal and diminishes more and ·more as the 
• 
limit of growth is approached. The size of the 
body whether plant or animal, depends not 
upon the size of the cells but upon the number 
of the cells. Measurements of the cells from 
the epidermis, the kidney, the liver and many 
other tissues show that the cells of the dwarfs 
are as large as those of the giants. 
'When the limit of g rowth is attained an equi-
librium is established, some of the cells cease 
to divide such as the nerve-cells, others divide 
only under special conditions, such as muscle-
cells, gland-cells and corrective tissue cells, 
still others divide throughout life. Wilson 
says "The limit of size at which this state of 
equilibrium is attained is an heredit:uy charac-
ter which in many cases shows an obvious rela-
tion to the environment and has therefore prob-
ably been determined and is maintained by a 
natural selection." 
On the supposition that the germ is a single 
cell similar in most respects to any kind of 
ti<>Sue-cell of which the bndy is composed, one 
of the greatest questions that looms up in bio-
logical science is the way in which a single cell 
can and does carry the heritage of the species· 
and how in the course of time, the germ gives 
use to a snail, a rc.bbit or a man. 
The mystery as to how the adult character-
istics lie latent in the germ-cell has not as yet 
been solved, but this much is certa in that the 
marvelous formative energy of the germ comes 
not from any impressions received from with-
out but is internally inherited from the parental 
life of which it was orig inally a part. It was at 
one time thought that the germ contains a pre-
delineated embryo but it is now known devel-
opment which is brought about by cell division 
is accompanied by a differentiation peculiar to 
the inherent qualities of the cell, whereby the 
cells gradually assume diverse forms and func-
tions and so accomplish a physiological division 
of labor. 
SpeCialists have not as yet clearly made out 
the innermost structure of the germ-cells, so all 
theories of inheritance advanced to-day do not 
rest upon the solid ground of real matter of 
fact. but have for their setting hypotheses 
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which are plausible but at the same time are 
largely speculative. The discussions of inheri-
tance revolve about two central hypotheses 
which have given rise to two theories: (r) Ger-
minal Locaiization and (z) Idioplasm of Niigeli. 
In the germinal localization theory it maintain-
ed .that although the embryo is not pre·form ed 
in the germ, it must neverth eless be pre-deter-
mined in the sense that the egg contains 
definite areas, or at least definite substances 
predestined for the formation of corresponding 
parts in the embryonic body. 
Niigeli regarded hered ity as inherent in a 
definite physical basis and believi ng in such 
brought forward the ''Idioplasm theory," in 
which he considers inheritance effected by the 
transmiss ion, not of a cell, but of a particular 
substance, which he calls idioplasm contained 
within the cell. It was early determined that 
this idioplasm was not cytoplasm, however it 
was at one time thought that it was in the 
shape of a network extending through both 
nucleus and cytoplasm, but the most recent 
and trustworthy investigations have made the 
idioplasm and chromatin identical. If this be 
true we can see how important a factor chro-
matin is, not only in the respects made mention 
of before in this paper, but also in the theory 
of inheritance. 
"The nucleus contains the physical basis of 
inheritance and chromatin its chief, or rather, 
essenti al constituent is the idioplasm postl:llated 
in Nage li's theory." 
The smallest parts of a cell to which I 
referred once before were called " gemmules" 
by Darwin, who assumed th~t the gemmules 
arose in the body, were thrown off as germs by 
the individual tissue-cells, were transported to 
the germ·cells and there accumulated as in a 
reservoir, so by what is known as pangenesis 
we can see how Darwin accounted for the 
transmission of acquired characters. The 
theory of development and inheritance brought 
forward by Raux and later elaborated by 
Weismann is the one most accepted to-day. 
He builds his theory upon the hypothesis that 
the chromatin is a colony or congeric of invis-
ible self-propogatine vital units or "biophores" 
somewhat like Darwin's ''gem mules," each of 
which has the power of determining- the devel-
opment of a particular quality. Weismann 
conceives these units as aggregated to four 
units of a higher order known as · 'determi-
nants," which in turn are grouped to form 
''ids," the latter being• identified with the 
chromatin g ranules. The '· ids ': are finally as-
sociated in lin ear groups to form chromosomes. 
Since the biophores are qualitively different, it 
follows that the same has to be true of the 
higher units formed by their aggregation. 
Hence, each chromosome has a distinct and 
definite character of its own representing a par-
ticular group of hereditary qualities. 
In the construction of many of the theories 
of heredity, the transmission of acquired 
character is based on the supposition that 
micro organisms are tran smitted . A splendid 
article supporting this view can be found in 
Science Progress, Vol. V. p. 324. 
AR.BITR.ATION VERSUS WAR.. 
R. J. HEAD, 'OI. 
[ An Oration Delivered June, 1897.] 
AR is rl trag ic incongruity. It IS dis-
cordant to the ear of the age. It is 
incompatible with the better feeling-s 
and purposes of human nature. It is diamet-
rically opposed to prosperity, progress and civ-
ili zation. Its willful destruction of property, 
its expenditure of infinite treasure, and its 
wholesale murder h:tve become intolerable. 
Humanity longs for peace and rest. 
This is not strange when we think what war 
means. It means ages of tyranny. From the 
cradling of the race to the present time, man-
kind has been subject to the oppression of war. 
There have been lulls in the storm, it is true, 
but only that it might break forth more violent-
ly. Wars and rumors of wars, battles lost and 
won, defeat and victory, nations made and un-
made, slavery, devastation and slaughter, 
crowd the pages of history. 
•. 
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War means standing armies, millions of con -
sumers but not producers. Civilians are not 
only robbed of the soldiers' contributions to so-
ciety and civilization, but are heavily taxed to 
keep them. 
War means the rupture of the arteries of 
commercial life, the wasting of the life-blood of 
nations, the destru<i:tion of prosperous inter-
course. Recall the Continental Wars by Na-
poleon and the War of the Rebellion; and then 
inquire if war fosters commerce and prosperity. 
War means the development of the baser 
passions of human nature. It develops cruelty. 
Think of Andersonville prison, 0f the bare, 
bleeding, feet of the Revolutionary soldiers, of 
the Black Hole of Calcutta; and then ask if 
war is not cruel. Go to the battlefield. List-
en to the cries for water from lips parched with 
wound-fever; bend low, and from dying lips 
hear the whispe,ing of some dear name; raise 
your eyes lest you see the precious blood gush-
ing from brave hearts; and then ask if war is 
merciful. See the extinction of the Red Man; 
look at the blockade of Crete; witness the cold-
blooded slaughter of men, women and children 
in Cuba; and then inquire if war is just. 
War means the fostering of licentiousness, 
the degradation of woman. Turn to Cuba and 
discover there that the pure wives and stainless 
daughters of noble patriots are suffering inde-
scribable tortures from human beasts. Help-
less, stung to the quick, their chaste and delicate 
natures writhe in agony from the brutal outrages. 
Go to Armenia. Go to Greece. Discover 
there that lovely women, fair as a summer's 
morn and pure as the snow of heaven, are en-
during unspeakable indignities from the devil-
ish Turk; and then ask if war fosters chastity 
and elevates womanhood. 
War means the cultiv~tion of blood-lust, dis-
regard for life, the most precious of all gifts. 
Armed to the teeth and knowing his enemy to 
be similarly fortified, the soldier feels that he 
must fight to kill or otherwise be killed. He, 
therefore, becomes hardened and strives to pre-
serve his o.vn life by the destruction of anoth-
er's. 
War means the setting back of the dial of 
progress, the hindrance of all good and the 
transmission to . posterity, of national hatred, 
jealousy and burdensome debts. Observe 
France and Germany, England and the United 
States. 
War means glorious victories-disastrous de-
feats, thousands of desolated homes and broken 
hearts, and rivers of blood and floods of tears. 
Can we wonder that humanity prays with all 
its heart ? 
0 peace, sweet angel of peace, desire of all 
nations, friend of progress and promoter of civ-
ilization, come thou and spread thy wings; free 
this suffering race from this diabolical curse; 
foster thou the blessings of truth and right; bid 
all discords to cease among nations; and give 
this oppressed world rest and true prosperity. 
Thus does man hope and pray for universal 
peace. He has dreamed of this Utopia for cen-
turies. Ages have come and ages have gone 
but they have never banished this hope from 
his mind. This has kept him from despair. 
He has sought it with incredible zeal. He has 
planned for it with beating heart and expectant 
breast. He has waited for it with confident as-
surance and untiring patience. Will he be dis-
appointed? Have these hopes been aroused 
only to be blasted? Must all his dreams be 
shattered? Is there no relief to the awful tra-
gedies of war? 
Yes, some relief has been found, a substitute 
has been discovered. Amid the sway of brutal 
force, even in the dense gloom of paganism, in 
the dark ages of Christianity and in the more 
enlightened Nineteenth Century, rays of light, 
• peace, goodwill are seen streaming from the 
Sun of Arbitration. As oil poured upon troub-
led waters; as a harbor in a. tempest, and as a 
light in a dark place, arbitration has again and 
again been a true friend in time of need. Its 
past achievements are many and great and 
guarantee its success in the future. Its pros-
pects are bright and cheering. From all sides 
comes the demand for its services. Gradually 
but surely it will obtain sovereign sway. 
We live in a peculiar age. Science has oblit-
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erated space, overcome differences of language, 
and connected all countries as one empire. 
Commerce has broken down many internation-
. al barriers, and through love for the dollar made 
'lll classes interested in one another, and devel-
oped new industries and enterprises in all parts 
of the world. Religion has abolished numer-
ous prejudices, kindled among men a kindly re-
gard for each other, and brought about a com-
munity of thought and feeling unknown before. 
No country is therefore isolated. The welfare 
of one is the welfare of all, and a calamity to 
one is a calamity to all. Thus, though dark 
clouds lurk here and there, the signs are propi-
tious. 
Railroads, telegraphs, telephones, and steam-
ships are great promoters of peace, prosperity 
and civilization. Connecting as they do, differ-
ent nationalities by common ties and interests, 
they tend to make men forget their differences 
in the promotion of a common cause. 
The public school and college, instructing 
and training their tens of thousands for good, 
intelligent, useful lives, are naturally opposed 
to war. The higher the enlightenment of a 
people, the higher its enjoyment; and the high-
er the enjoyment the more precious will life be-
come; and the greater the regard for life, the 
less will be the desire to lay it down. All hail 
then to the nohle work of the school. It makes 
good citizens and good citizens make good 
states. What country has paid more for educa-
tion and less for war than the United States? 
None! 
The influence of woman is decidely against 
the power of might and unmistakably in favor 
of that of right. She who has wept, prayed 
and mourned; she who has provided the hus-
bands and sons for the slaughter; she who has 
paid the price and reaped the bitter fruits of 
war without a m:umur,-no longer sits in sil-
ence. Her voice denounces war. H er loving 
and tender ministration s on the battlefield con-
demn it. Her infinite sacrifices demand its 
abolition. 
A world-wide press is a keen foe to war and 
~ ~ood friend tg peace, lt brings the newfi pf 
defeat and victory from the battlefield. Its 
vivid descriptions of the horrors of the cam-
paign, its graphic narration of the hardships· 
and disasters of defeat, its suggestive word-pic-
tures of the homeless and desolate, and its pub-
lished list of the missing, killed, and wound-
ed,-all serve to create a loathing for the mon-
ster war. 
The enlightenment of the masses and increased 
regard for life declare the time is here when the 
voice of humanity must be substituted for the 
roaring of the cannon. War is essentially anti-
Christian, brutal and murderous. Arbitration 
is Christian, humane and life preserving. War 
is the synonym of evil, the negation of good. 
Arbitration is the representation of sincerity, 
the symbol of honesty, of sound principle, and 
of righteous administration. The record of 
both is before the world. What its judgment 
is, may be seen from the increased sacredness 
of liftt and the humanizing of war itself. The 
rights of neutrals are conserved, the Jives and 
property of non-belligerents are protected, the 
''Red Cross" is permitted upon almost every 
battlefield, and weapons causing needless suffer-
ing have been abandoned. War itself is totter-
ing. 
Public Opinion, that mighty power, molding 
even the times and predetermining the great 
epochs of history, frowns upon and condemns 
the frightful carnage of war. If a plebiscite 
were taken from the Baltic to the Mediterranean, 
from the U raJ Mountains to the Atlantic Ocean, 
from the Gulf of Mexico to Hudson Bay, and 
irom the Atlantic to the Pacific upon the ques-
tion, War or Arbitration,-the vote would be 
overwhelmingly in favor of arbitration. Public 
Opinion has no armies upon the field, no ships 
of war upon the sea; yet rulers and officers of 
state obey it s mandates. Eighteen months ago 
when war c.s a wild beast was about to kill and 
devour kindred pc:oples, Public Opinion as the 
champion of arbitration, and as one having au-
thority, indignantly commanded, Back, ye dogs 
of war! B..1ck, ye hosts of hell! Back, ye 
murderers of innocents! Cowed and asha1neq 
they we.nt bac)<, 
.. 
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The many:- cases in which war has been con-
demned, peace upheld, and rules formulated 
for international arbitration, show that arbitra-
tion is reaching its destiny. This has been 
done:-
By efficient law associations. One of the 
most notable of these, the Bar Association of 
New York, outlined a plan of arb'tration in 
1896. 
By influential peace societies scattered 
throughout many countries . ._Ninety-four of 
these societies exist, forty in Europe, fifty-four 
in America. 
By representative parliaments. In 1887, a 
memorial by two hundred and thirty-three mem-
bers of the House of Commons was addressed to 
the United States setting forth the advantages 
of friendly settlements of disputes. In 1890, 
the American Cong ress invited all countries to 
join it in a rbitrating difficulties. To this the 
H ouse. of Commons favorably replied in 1893, 
immediately followed by other representative 
assemblies. 
By intern::ttional conferences. The Pan-Am-
erican Conference, in 18go, conderilned "war as 
cruel, fruitless and dangerous;" and by devis-
ing a plan of arbitration dedicated two great 
continents to peace. 
By interparli~mentary unions. Such an asso-
ci::ttion was formed in Paris in I 889 for the sole 
purpose of the preservation of peace and the 
abolition of war. 
The number o f successful cases of arbitration 
and treaties CIT' bodying this feature, prove war 
unnecessary and arbitration a most worthy sub-
stitute. In forty-two years forty-five wars were 
averted. Cases in which even the honor of the 
countric.s was said to be involved , have been 
successfully settled . The ''Jay Treaty " a nd 
J:he "Alabama Case" are in point. 
Treaties embodying arbitration exist between 
tqe United States and Mexico; also between 
England, Portugal, and the Congo Free State. 
In I 895, the Belg ian Senate concluded four 
such treaties in one clay . 
Thus, with the interests of commerce, with 
the moral a~d educa tional force of the school, 
with the reforming influence of woman, with 
the enlightenment of a progressive age, with 
the increased preciousness of life, with the 
mighty power of Public Opinion, and the glori-
ous fruits already gathered from arbitration, all 
against war, -rulers now love to proclaim peace 
as their policy, apologize for going to war, and 
declare in favor of arbitration. The final tri-
umph of arbitration is thus assured. 
The United States has been and is the natur-
al leader in arbitration. First to devise rules 
for the battlefield, first to claim the rights of 
neutrals, and the g reatest participator in arbi-
tration, she has led the van . Situated two 
thousand miles away from any great armed 
power, with inexhaustible resources. and with 
a national guard of ten millions, she is secure. 
Of standing armies and floating navies she has 
little need. 
0 America, favored of God, impregnable in 
thy unarmed situation, unconquerable in the 
loyalty of thy people, and secure in the princi-
ples of right and the undying traditions of thy 
founders,-go on, lead on, until complete vic-
tory shall be won. 
. ATHLETIC. 
.Reply to Oberlin. 
I[ N a recent number of the Oberlin Review fi the Otterbein football team was _slander-
~ ously misrepresented. The stat ement was 
made that th e Otterbein team confessed th~t 
they were bluffing . That statement is malici-
ously false. Never in the history cf this insti-
tution has such a charge been made against its 
athletic teams. Our teams have always put up 
the pure article and have never before been 
accused of resorting to the low method of 
hang ing bluffs. A t no tim e in the Oberlin 
game was O tterbein afraid of Oberiin's scoring. 
A nd not until the end of tim e and the legal 
calling of the game did Otterbein quit the field. 
O berlin did not make the required five yards 
once in the first half, always losing the ball on 
clowns. The statement was also made that 
they carried the ball over for a touchdown by 
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two bucks. Yes they did, but it was after the ' 
game had been called and not an Otterbein 
man oppo·sed the two good bucks. They know 
a~ well as anybody that that was a childish 
piece of business and should be beneath the 
dignity of any college team of Ohio. 
Otterbein 20, Kenyon o. 
For tr..e second time in as many years has 
Kenyon gone down before the sturdy sons of 
Otterbein. Her colors are no longer flippant 
on the breeze of victory. She can look way 
back upon a series of victories and be glad, but 
she must turn her back to the present. The 
game was clean but one-sided from the start. 
Otterbein's interference was strong, Kenyon 's 
was somewhat slow. Otterbein's plays were 
open and quick, Kenyon's slow and massed. 
There was only one thing wanting, and badly 
wanting, too, and that was enthusiasm among 
the 0. U. rooters. This is the first necessity 
to a successful football team. Nothing so 
quickens, enlivens and inspires a player to 
exert every nerve as en<:ouragemt>nt from his 
fellow students on the side lines. This spirit 
surely can not be on the wane in 0. U. Let 
every student come out and let him not act as 
if he were ashamed to own the team; that it is 
his duty to support. With united efforts we 
can win our games; with this indifference we 
must lose them all as we deserve to do. 
Otterbein 22, Wittenberg o. 
Otterbein defeated Wittenberg Saturday, 
Oct. r6, in one of the prettiest games ever seen 
on the Otterbeir. g ridiron. The Wittenberg 
team was somewhat heavier, but lacked in 
team work. This can no doubt be accounted 
for by the trouble they have been having with 
their coach, which has partly hindered the 
team from doing its best work. Wittenberg 
played a clean, gentlemanly game and played 
it hard, too, from first to last. If they continue 
to play the same aggressive game that they 
played here, they will win most of their games. 
They have a great deal better team than 
Kenyon. \Vittenberg's team was not partly 
employees, but a strictly college team. This 
speaks well for any coll ege in the way of purity 
in its athletics. A team of this kind can be 
supported whether it wins or loses. Otterbe.in 
has not yet forgotten the treatment they re-
ceived at Springfield last Thanksgiving Day. 
Although defeated they were set up like lords, 
banqueted and enjoyed the kindnesses of one of 
the best club-houses in Springfield. 
Otterbein 12, 0. S. U. 12. 
Otterbein and 0. S. U. played a tie game on 
the latter's grounds on last Saturday. 0. S. U. 
is the first team that has scored against Otter-
bein this season. The game was slow through-
out. 0. S. U. made their gains through 
Otterbein's line. Otterbein made theirs around 
the 0. S. U. line. The field was dusty and to 
this is due to some extent the slowness of the 
game. Both sides repeatedly lost the balls on 
downs. The only thing to be regretted is the 
tie score, and if possible another game should 
be played. 
CIVIL LAW. 
E. G. LLOYD, 'g8. 
ATURE provides the seeds of thought 
that grow and bloom into richest fruit-
age. Primitive man could not see the 
relation of nature to himself, nor could he read 
her highest laws. The earliest savage could not 
see the relation of savage to savage. But down 
with the race, through countless years has 
come the idea of the natural rights of man. 
But only in recent years have developed the 
civil relations of man to man. 
In all the relations of cloud and star to night 
and day, of wind and rain to earth and sky, of 
p lanet to planet and nature to God, man saw 
his relation to his fellowman. He saw that 
that relation made demands of him. and of each 
and all the rest. Each saw that his happiness 
depended upon the happiness of the rest. He 
saw that he didn't want his neighbor to meddle 
with his business, and that he had no business 
to meddle with his neighbor's. He saw that 
his personal rights and property must be pro-
• 
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tected. He saw that it was necessary to make 
certain requirements of others, and he saw that 
it was no use to demand of others what he 
wouldn't do himself. 
These requirements necessary to govern all 
the doings of men with men, and men with 
state, and state with government, were called 
civil laws. At first these so-called laws were 
nothing more than unwritten obligations and 
common privileges that would have been grant-
ed by the meanest savages. The love of being 
free that -springs eternal in every human breast, 
made the savage bold to do his will regardless 
of what it was. And what he did he accorded 
to all. For the most part they were the com-
mon rights and natural privileges that men 
would have known and granted before they 
ever heard of law. 
At first the rights were natural and personal, 
man had a right to live and own his flock and 
wife, and wander over all the earth. These 
were sacredly guarded and preserved though 
priest and prophet -and patriarch and preacher 
to Jew and Gentile . But civil law is not the 
product of an idea of an idle savage or of ignor-
ant people but of a conquering, controlling 
nation. The lowest savage has scarcely more 
use for civil law than the meanest · beast. He 
has no sense of right and wrong, he does not 
think or act, he cannot rule himself, he knows 
no joy or sorrow, feels no pain nor pity, mere 
existence brings him to the level of the brute, 
he has no friends nor foes, no reverence nor 
respect, he is always idle and indolent. 
Civil law is the natural product of civiliza-
tion. The necessary product of all the exper-
ience of the past. It follows power and wealth 
and wisdom. It came after spear and sword 
and fine soldiery. 
Rome first taught the nations how to fight, 
then laid aside the sword and forever taught 
them how to rule. Our civil law is the product 
of the spear of the Roman, the courage of the 
Saxon, the freedom of the Tueton and the 
good sense of the descending English. The 
first civil tragedy took place in the garden of 
Eden. It was between husband and wife. 
The husband gave the wife the law in the case, 
but the wife wanted to be wise and tasted the 
wrong fruit. Adam told her not to but she 
did, and it was all over. They slid down from 
the bowery banks cf beautiful Eden and hid in 
a cane-brake, where they have been tilling the 
soil and sweating from earnest toil ever since. 
That was the first civil obligation of woman 
to man, the husband's first demand of wife. 
But civil demand went along with man from 
the garden of abundance to the parched·prairie 
of thistles and rag weeds. But since that time 
civil law has been the mightiest civilizing influ-
ence in the world. Without it human advance-
ment would be impossible. It is the foundation 
of our political institutions, the basis of our 
progress and greatness. It cares fo'r the farmer, 
it protects the carpenter, it aids the manu-
facturer, it rrakes the business of the lawyer, it 
is a friend to all mankind. 
The civil law of any nation makes its intelli-
gence, its power in the world. It makes home 
and friends possible; it gives personal freedom, 
and makes sure the personal right to the 
products of earnest toil; it makes one person as 
good as another; it makes each respect the 
rights of the others. It is the guide that guides 
our daily actions, that makes men keep faithful 
to their lawful obligations, promises and their 
words. It is the rightful guardian of each 
person and his deeds. It keeps men as good 
as religion can make them. It is the great 
teacher and master, judge and vindicator. 
Some men would naturally rather do wrong 
than right, but they behave because they must. 
Civil law encourages and merits the right, dis-
courages and demerits the wrong. It makes 
marriage lawful, lasting and good. 
Men always want to be wise and happy, and 
for the most part to keep out of jail. Civil law 
tells them what to do to keep out, and what to . 
do to get in. It curbs and curses the vile 
and vicious. It gives life to hope and happi-
ness, the brighest stars that gleam in the 
human soul. Our civil law is good and grand, 
but its unequal enforcement is inconsistent and 
unjust. The designing mind, the real planner 
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of the wrong, the guilty person, is too seldom 
found. Burr too often goes free, while Blen-
nerhasset pays the penalty. Civil law is the 
greatest humanizer in our world to day. 
ALUMNAL NOTES. 
J. M. Martin, '96, is ·superintendent of schools 
at Timberville, Va. 
Rev. D. N. Scott, '94. is attending Union 
BiblicaCSeminary this year. 
C. E. Byrer, '97, is attending Bexley Hall 
Divinity school, at Gambier, 0 . 
Miss Laura Ingalls, '97, is teaching in the 
public schools of Brink Haven, 0. 
Rev. G. D. Needy, '94, is pastor of the 
United Brethren church at Eugene, Ore. 
Rev. R . A . Longman, '96, is pastor of tl1e 
United Brethren church at Springboro, 0. 
Miss Mary Murre!, '97, visited with friends 
here for a few days, remaining over Sunday, 
Oct. 10. 
S. C. Markley, '95, is completing the third 
year in the medical course at Cincinnati U ni-
versity. 
W . B. Gantz, '95, is at IV[cCormick Theolog-
ical Seminary, Chicago, Ill. He will complete 
the course this year. 
T. G. McFadden, '94, is taking a post-
graduate course in chemistry at Ohio State 
University, Columbus, 0. 
Rev. B. L. Seneff, '94, ex president of West-
field College, is now pastor of tre United 
Brethren church at Greensburg, Pa. 
Rev. J. I. L. Resler, '76, is pastor of the 
United Brethren church at Johnstown, Pa., 
where he suceeds Rev. L. F. John, '83. 
Mr. and Mrs . L. M. Fall, '83-'85, recently 
visited with friends at Dayton, 0. Mr. Fall is 
a successful lawyer at Hutchinson, Kan., and 
is serving his second term as county attorney. 
Rev. J. A. Barnes, '94, graduate of Prince-
ton Theological Seminary last spring, is pastor 
of the Presbyterian church at Amanda, 0. 
Rev. J. A. Kumler, D. D., '62. is chancellor 
of the Illinois Wesleyan University, Blooming-
ton, Ill., one of the' largest colleges of that 
state. 
Rev. W. 0. Tobey, '66, was in Westerville 
October 15 and 16, visiting at the home of 
Prof. J. E. Guitner, '6o. Mr. Tobey was on 
his way home from the Presbyterian Synod, 
which met at East Liverpool, 0. 
Rev. R. W. Kohr, '94, and wife recently 
spent a few days visiting at Westervifle, 0. 
Mr. Kohr graduated from Lane Theological 
Seminary last year and is now pastor of the 
Presbyterian church at Sedalia, 0. 
W. M. Beardshear, '76, president of Iowa 
State Agricultural College, has been appointed 
by Presic;ient McKinley a member of the 
National Board of Indian Commissioners. He 
recently attended a meeting of the board at 
Ltke Mohonk, N. Y. 
Rev. L. F. John, '83, our new college pastor, 
arrived in Westerville on Thursday, Oct. 14, 
and entered upon his work the following 
Sunday. Mr. John should have the hearty 
support of the student body, and we wish him 
a pleasant and successful pastorate. 
J. W. Clemmer, M. D., '74, was married to 
Miss Lida D. Beau man at the Norwich, Co-
lumbus, 0., on Tuesday, Oct. 12. The cere-
mony was performed by Prof. W. J. Zuck, '78, 
at 8:30 a. m ., after which Dr. and Mrs. 
Clemmer departed for an extended trip through 
the east. Dr. Clemmer is one of the most 
prominent physicians of Columbus, and is a 
loyal alumnus of Otterbein. The LEGIS ex-
tends congratulations. 
T. H. Bradrick, '94, was married to Miss A. 
Blanche Cornell at 5 p. m., Tuesday, Oct. 26, 
at the Methodist Episcopal church of Wester-
ville, 0. The ceremony was performed by 
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Rev. T. H. Bradrick, father of the groom, 
assisted by Rev. W. D. Cherrington, D. D., of 
Delaware, 0 . A large number of friends and 
relatives were present. Mr. Bradrick is secre-
tary of the Young Men's Christian Association 
at Crawfordsville, Ind., where he is conducting 
a successful work. Mr. and Mrs. Bradrick de-
parted Tuesday evening for Crawfordsville, 
where they will be at home after Nov. 17. 
The best wishes of the lEGIS go with them. 
LOCALS. 
Miss Ola Rogers has returned to school. 
Effie Moyer was obliged to go home because 
of ill health. 
Bertha Smith has been called home because 
of her mother's illness. 
Otterbein receives a fine and progressive 
gentleman in I van Rudisill. 
During the time of transferring pastors Pres-
ident Sanders preached a great sermon on 
''Truth." 
Shirey suggests that if a fellow takes your 
gill to go and take one of his old lain away 
ones in retaliation. 
Prof. Hildebrand, formerly director of music 
in Shenandoah Institute, was recently the 
guest of the Virginia boys. 
If your business is to break hearts, take 
scalps, etc., you have come to the wrong place. 
Otterbein students never fa ll in love. 
Burtner and Baker say if we tell that old last 
year's g irl joke, which no one knows, that they 
will be guilty of homicide. T hey would be 
justifiable in suicide on that. 
Miss Rose B. Fouts and Mr. W. E. Bing-
ham, of Chicago, were united in marriage on 
October 6 at high noon. The ceremony was 
performed by R ev. W . 0 . F ries a t the hom e of 
the bride 's parents in W esterville. Both Mr. 
and Mrs. Bingham were formerly students in 
Otterbein and are well known to many now in 
college. They will make their home in Chi-
cago, where Mr. Bingham is engaged in 
business. 
Several Bible classes have been organized 
and work in this line is being given careful at-
tention . They are under the supervision of 
the Y. M. and Y. W. C. A. 
Don't snarl too much, you exhibit your kin-
ship. And remember a still tongue is not 
always the sign of a wise head. The fool often 
is quiet simply because he has nothing to say. 
Otterbein lately supported a "whiskerette 
club;" · but it disbanded because of ineligibility 
of the charter members. Tobey's burnsides 
alone remain as members of a once "united 
band." 
The Seni.ors took advantage of a rainy day 
and went for hickorynuts. They were rc.ined 
upon greatly to the ··Preps" delight. The 
elements do not obey them though they are 
Seniors. 
Miss Luella Fouts began her work in phys-
ical culture October 1. Miss Fouts has before 
successfully directed the physical culture de-
partment here and her work is well known. A 
large number are taldng the work. 
Shirey and Burtner say they can't preach on 
empty stomachs. They think it is too much 
to walk to Central College, preach, get no 
dinner, walk home and not even get the collec-
tion . L et all theolog ues take warning. 
By mistake of the printer the following was 
omitted in last issue of the lEGIS: \V. S. 
White, '99, and Miss Oct<tvia Batton, of West-
chester, were married Sept. 5, and after a few 
days' visit with friends came to O tterbein. The 
groom well and favorably known to all students 
of 0 . U., has no peculiar theory either of 
matrimony or education. Concerning matri-
mony he evidently has faith and he believes in 
co-ed uc;.. t ion as is easily seen. He had diffi-
culty in concentrating his mind on study with 
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his treasure so far away, for Scripture says 
"Where your treasure is there will your heart 
be also." · Mr. White is pursuing his course in 
college and Mrs. White is studying music in 
the conservatory. 
Rev. L. F. John, who is now college pastor, 
graduated from Otterbein in '83. He under-
stands the student life. He comes to fill the 
vacancy made by the resignation of Rev. Fries 
who is now at Van Buren. His broad culture 
makes it eminently fitting that he has been 
sent to Otterbein. 
Most of the homesick are only lovesick. It 
matters not how deeply you feel the divine 
experience do not wait upon the campus for 
your inspiration's society to adjourn, while she 
walks the street with a handsomer man. You 
may be as sharp as needles, but if you don't 
do some coaching you can do no good in love. 
The Art Department is enjoying an epoch 
this term. Enthusiasm is the word to use in 
naming the attitude of its students. This year 
there will be graduates from this department. 
For her talent Miss Sevier merits the respect of 
all and for her geni:.Is for enlivening this depart-
ment is deserving of . our highest commenda-
tion. 
The faculty are on the warpath. The boys 
insist on going to the college on Thursday 
evening for their" flames." It is not necessary 
for the faculty to furnish a room and heat it 
for the maddened fellows, neither is there any 
necessity for the fellows to make a big noise. 
It is necessary that they go and get their girls. 
One mother in town said that when Billy had 
to quit going to society for Mariah she (the 
girl) must quit society tor she could not go 
home alone. Some of the girls are used to 
going home alone and they do not care. 
Others' never had such ill-fortune, so have not 
their courage keyed up nor their pride keyed 
down so rpuch as to risk it alone. It would 
be sad if the faculty would suspend the fellows 
for many of' the best fellows are in the · affair. 
On the other hand think of the burden which 
would be imposed upon the few remaining. 
The old custom must remain, so long as love 
exists in the young heart. Selah! 
We now have the Columbus Post-Press__,. 
daily edition-on our exchange. The Press is 
a good and reliable paper, giving the latest 
news in a concise manner. 
The gridiron will be a great attraction Sat-
urday, 30th, when the Denison team will meet 
Otterbein. It is hoped that a good turnou~ 
will be on the sidelines. 
The Freshmen are great this year. No class 
has equaled it. Its membership consists of the 
married, old bachelors, old maids and those 
who wouldn't marry if they could and those 
who couldn't if they would. They range from 
6 feet 4 inches in height to 4 feet IO inches in 
short. Weigh from 102 pounds to 210. All 
wear larger sized hats than shoes, and know 
more than they imagine they do. To hear 
them yell "beats all." They have most classic 
yells and so many. Just encore them. Their 
repartee is great. 
It seems necessary to keep constantly re-
minding the alumni and students of their duty 
in the way of financial support to the football 
team. Otterbein has the best team this year 
that she has ever had and is receiving the poor-
est financial support that a team has ever re-
ceived. Money is necessary to the success of 
a football team as well as for most anything 
else. Bring your college to public notice by 
supporting its football team. While the team 
has not lost a game this season under its finan-
cial embarrassment yet it is coming to very 
narrow straits. Every loyal alumnus and stu-
dent that loves to see the tan and cardinal tri~ 
umph wi11 rally to the support of her athletic 
team. The alumni are now appealed to in the 
time of need, as they always have been when a 
demand of this kind has been necessary. And 
we cannot but believe that each and all will 
cheerfully take a part now, as in the past. \V e 
can't be helped too soon. 
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EXCHANGES. 
A senior student of philosophy was recently 
heard to remark: " In the b right halcyon of 
youth there is no such word as Kant . "-
Marietta Olio. 
T en hours of study , eight of sleep , two of 
exercise and four devoted to n1eals and social 
duties is what President E lliott, of Harvard , 
recommends to students. 
Through the medium of the .!EGis the stu-
dent may have free access to the daily doings 
of our nation. We shall endeavor to get the 
very best periodicals on our exc'hange table. 
It is not by regretting what is irreparable 
that true work is done, hut by making the best 
of what we are and what we have a t the present 
m oment. It is not by complain ing that we 
h ave not the right tools for our purpose, . but 
by using well the tools we act ually have in our 
possession.-College D ays. 
Y ale heads th e list in the production of 
college presidents with 92. Out of 35 college 
g raduates in the House of Representatives, 
she and the University of Michigan claim nine 
each, while H arvard follows with seven , and 
Columbia and the U niversity of Pennsylvania 
each with three .-The Buff and Blue. 
W e are hig hly pleased in having upon our 
exchange table, ''The Phagocite," a publica-
tion of the Ohio Medical University. It is a 
nicely covered paper, having twen.ty-six pages 
of solid reading matter. It is a paper that 
would be a profitable addition to every re<>ding 
ro0m, both for its information along medicinal 
and surgical lines, <tnd for its unique form. 
\\"e must also speak in kindly terms of our 
old friend, the ''Hiram College Advance." 
The O ctober number does not seem to do 
justice to the institution it represents. I n our 
opinion it devotes too m uch time to "locals" 
and "personals" and not enough to literary 
work. T wo or th ree good literary productions 
on some live topics, would much improve the 
paper. 
Cleveland, 
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Columbus 
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LAZARUS' 
High and Town Sts., Columbus. 
A Correct Understanding 
of the Arts and Sciences 
I s o ne of the valuable requisites to every 
a mbitious student. It is also an important 
thing to have a tho roug h knowledge as to 
where to buy your 
'lothi~g, l ats, ~hoes, 18Gkwaar, ~tG. 
ALL SIGNS POINT THIS WAY. LAZARUS'. · 
- BY-J. W. M~rkley SPECIAL----
LANE & CO. 
Department ~to res Leading· Photographers, 
- -- ....... ... - ·-
-------- -
R. C. McCOMMON, 
·~JEWELER~· 
M AKES A SPECIALTY OF / 
Repairing in All Its Branches, 
And solicits t he STUDENT trade to 
which Special Rates will be given. 
State St., near College Ave., WESTERVILLE, 0. 
199-201 South High Street, 
WESTERVILLE. 
1 2 OF OUR $5.00 PER DOZEN 
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS FOR 
COLUMBUS. 
tr TWO DOLLARS. 
THIS RATE TO STUDENTS ONLY. 
IC.YCu~'~ AGEN T FOR---
\..:,\:::: V Victor Bicycles, 
Baseballs, 
Footballs, 
Basket Balls, 
~ Lawn ~ennis, 
~ B8to~ki~g GBloves, 
' 
r1 1ng ags, 
Fire Arms, 
Ammunition, 
Etc., Etc. 
VALENTINE 
]Ir1iler of .,~* 
A en's Fo.. shions 
Extreme and Conservative Styles. 
PRICES To SuiT ALL. 
Workmanship the ~inest. 
15 S. High, Columbus, o. 
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
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- . -<·..f PERHAPS,.YOU DIDN 'T KNOW IT- 1.:) 
\~ ....... - ...... .............. -............................... •t..t 
- ~-<·..f ... ~ ~l VANCE'S PHARMACY is the .t":l 
~l only place for i,i 
~l ~l 
e Pure Drugs e ~l 
~l t.:) 
~l Med·c· •-:t ~l ~ 1 tnes. ;.i 
~l .t'::4 
- ~-w ~ G ~l e 
e e ~l The Boys All Use Kingsboro's •"::« 
~l Football Liniment. i.,i 
e ~ e ~l 7' t.:) 
~l ~l 
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~l ~l 
~l E. P . VANCE, Ct~ ~l ~l 
~l Corner College A venue and State Street. I&~ 
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STUDENTS' • • 
BOOK U. B. Publishing House, STORE DAYTON, OHIO. 
- CARRIES A FULL LINE OF-
Books, Bibles, 
ftl Stationery, Magazines, 
ftl Fountain Pens, Pencils, 
! 
~ Ink, Games. 
All College Text-Books o rdered under direction of the 
professors, . therefo re we always have the right book and 
proper edit ion. 
J. L. MORRISON, 
Weyar._t Block, Westerville , 0 . 
• 
STUDENTS will find a full line of 
Text= books, 
Reference Books 
AND STANDARD W OR.KS OP 
General Literature 
Constantly in Stock. 
Special Prices on Books for Libraries .. 
- SEND FOR PRICES ON-
THE INTERNATIONAL BIBLES, 
FINE PRINTING, 
BINDING AND ELECTROTYPING. 
